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ExEcutivE Summary

Emergency department leaders at DCH Regional Medical Center in 
Tuscaloosa, AL, and Cullman Regional Medical Center in Cullman, AL, 
credit their regular practice drills with helping them deal with unprecedented 
demand when deadly tornadoes swept through the South this past April. 
Both facilities used the hospital instant command structure (HICS) to mobilize 
the resources needed to care for the surge in patients, and say the approach 
worked well in helping them meet the needs of their communities. However, 
the crises also showcased opportunities for improvement. 
• The ED at DCH Regional Medical Center saw more than 600 patients on 
the day of the storm, a three-fold increase in the hospital’s typical volume. 
CRMC treated 99 patients in the seven hours immediately following the 
storm when it usually treats 114 patients per day.  
• In addition to a big surge in patients, both hospitals dealt with power out-
ages that limited access to some services such as radiology. 
• Triage proved particularly challenging at DCH Regional Medical Center, as 
patients flowed into the hospital from numerous access points. The hospital 
plans to assign coordinators to each area of the hospital to better manage 
the influx in the future.
• When reviewing emergency operations plans, Joint Commission review-
ers often find deficiencies in hazard vulnerability analyses as well as the 
processes used to determine the emergency credentials of licensed indepen-
dent practitioners.
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ment with helping them manage  
casualties from tornado crises 
For optimal preparedness, push emergency operations plans 
to the limit in practice

Weather forecasters had much of the Southeast on high alert for 
dangerous storms on Wednesday, april 27, but the clinical and 
administrative staff at cullman regional medical center (crmc) 

in cullman, aL, got a particularly vivid view of what these storms were 
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capable of at about 3 o’clock in the afternoon. “We 
actually watched from the hospital windows a tor-
nado develop and hit the city of cullman,” recalls 
Jim Weidner, mBa, the hospital’s president and 
cEO. “We realized there was probably going to be 
a lot of casualties, so we immediately implemented 
what we call our code HicS, and went into our 
hospital incident command system mode.”

two hours later, emergency department staff 
at DcH regional medical center in tuscaloosa, 
aL, began triaging tornado victims from the 
worst disaster they had ever experienced at the 
hospital. “We saw more than 600 patients that 
day,” explains Charles Lacey, BSN, mPPm, the 
emergency director at DcH rmc, noting that 
a typical day’s volume is in the neighborhood 
of 200 patients. “We use our emergency opera-
tions plan a lot…but we have never, ever had 
that volume of patients previously.” (Also, see 
“Emergency planning: Every event is an oppor-
tunity to analyze and improve,” p. 76.) 

in addition to handling a rapid intake of patient 
casualties, both hospitals had power outages to 
contend with, as well as unprecedented staffing 
needs. But administrators at both facilities say 
they were able to manage the intense demands on 
their resources primarily because their disaster 
plans were well thought out and well drilled. 

“i am very appreciative of the regulatory 
bodies that have mandated that you have an 
emergency operations plan and that you practice 
it because things wouldn’t have gone as well oth-
erwise,” says Lacey. “We had just gone through 
a Joint commission survey back in October, and 
we had practiced these things.”

administrators at crmc express similar 
sentiments, pointing out that they were able 
to manage through the crisis even though their 
director of emergency services, Cindy Hawkins, 
rN, mSN, ccNS, was not on site when the 
tornado swept through cullman. “Given that 
she wasn’t there, i actually stayed in the ED 
and assumed the role of HicS incident com-
mand liaison between the ED and the command 
center,” explains Weidner. “there are pre-
designated phone numbers for employees to call 
to find out whether they are needed or not, and 
there are pre-designated spots where employees 
who are available will show up, so all of that is 
practiced and rehearsed as part of our drills.”

it also helped that crmc had dealt with 
another weather emergency as recently as this 
past February, when the area was hit by a severe 
winter storm that blanketed the region with 
seven inches of snow. “From a traffic perspec-
tive, that will cripple a place like cullman, says 
Weidner. “at that time, we had 54 ambulance 
responses within a one-hour period from motor 
vehicle accident victims that required some type 
of medical treatment.”

there were valuable lessons learned from 
dealing with the H1N1 flu epidemic as well, says 
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Hawkins. “We had to do a lot of preparation for 
the influx, so we were ready with alternative-
care sites in our facility to flex up for those 
patients,” she says.

the winter storm and the H1N1 epidemic 
were not nearly as serious or intense as the 
tornado disaster, but there is no question that 
these experiences helped to get the ED used to 
implementing the hospital’s emergency plans. 
“We had a very good chance to drill and prac-
tice with that snow emergency,” says Weidner. 
“that is why we felt we were as well pre-
pared as we possibly could be for this type of 
trauma.”

Establish community links

While ED personnel are trained to deal with 
medical crises, the ability to manage disasters 
of this magnitude requires careful planning 
and constant refinement, according to Michael 
Chisholm, cPE, cHFm, an associate director 
of the standards information group, engineering 
team, at the Oakbrook terrace, iL-based Joint 
commission.  this is why the accrediting agency 
requires hospitals to regularly carry out disaster 
drills, he explains.

chisholm emphasizes that the drills help 
organizations to understand their limitations 
and capabilities — a key competency that Joint 
commission reviewers look for when survey-
ing hospitals. “an important part of emergency 
operations planning is communicating your 
capabilities to the community and understanding 
what the community’s capabilities are,” he says. 
“Without that link, your plan and your organi-
zation will fail hands-down. that is one com-
mon theme that we try to teach and we survey 
for.” (Also, see “Will your emergency operations 
plans hold up to Joint Commission scrutiny?” p. 
77.) 

Lacey explains that the centralized command 
system that DcH rmc set up to handle the 
tornado emergency was in constant communi-
cation with the state trauma system. “We did 
that through a computer terminal located in our 
communications room,” he says. “We let them 
know that we were physically OK, but that we 
were probably going to need some assistance 
with patients, and that we would let them know 
as we found out.”

the command system also took charge of 
finding electricians when the hospital lost power 
in the midst of the storm and had to rely on a 

backup generator. “the electricians worked to 
get the power back on for the hospital grid,” 
adds Lacey.

Relationships deliver dividends
 
Likewise, the command center set up at 

crmc was equipped with 12 phone banks and 
mounds of contact information so that resources 
could be accessed quickly, says Weidner, who 
served as the liaison between the ED and the 
command center. Weidner worked closely with 
Josiah Daily, mD, the physician who took medi-
cal command of the ED during the crisis. “i was 
the one doing the calling to the command center 
based on what resources were required,” says 
Weidner.

For example, early on in the crisis, Daily 
issued a request for an ophthalmologist because 
a patient came in with severe lacerations to the 
eye. “at that time, we didn’t have an ophthal-
mologist that was available, and my job was to 
call the command center and indicate that this 
was a physician request,” says Weidner. “We 
were never without medical staff in every sub-
specialty that we needed.”

Other needs that the command center took 
care of that day included a request for lab equip-
ment so that some diagnostic tests could be com-
pleted right in the ED rather than sent off to the 
lab, a request for more walkie talkies so that the 
ED could communicate more effectively with the 
ambulances that were coming in, and a request 
for food to sustain ED staff who worked for 
several hours at high intensity, explains Weidner. 
the command center also arranged for “run-
ners” when the pneumatic tube system the ED 
typically uses to send and retrieve samples from 
the lab went down. 

the relationships with community organiza-
tions that were established during community-
wide drills proved invaluable in helping crmc 
respond to the crisis, stresses Hawkins. “We had 
those relationships when we really needed them, 
and it made a huge impact to our success,” she 
says.

Hawkins, who had been in the ED that morning 
when an earlier band of storms came through the 
area, and was in constant contact with her staff by 
phone in the hours following the tornado strike 
in cullman, says everyone was up to speed on 
what needed to be done. “if you prepare your staff 
properly, then they know what to do whether you 
are [on site] or not,” she says.
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Be prepared for  
extended demand

During the seven-hour period immediately 
following the tornado, crmc’s ED treated 
about 99 patients, says Hawkins. But even two 
weeks after the storm, volumes have remained 
high. “We had been averaging about 114 per 
day before the storm, and now we are averaging 
about 128 per day. We peaked at about 155,” 
she says.

many of the newer patients are workers who 
were injured trying to clean up all the storm 
damage and people who may have delayed seek-
ing care during the height of the storm. “Now 
they have arrived in the ED and they have a very 
high acuity,” she says.

One stroke of good luck for crmc is that it 
just opened a greatly expanded ED about two 
and a half months before the tornado hit, says 
Weidner. “it was actually built with the planning 
to be able to handle a disaster such as this,” he 
says. “We had extra space in the hallways, extra 
gas capacity that we could plug in, and the capa-
bility to expand almost 50% beyond our normal 
capacity.”

By the time the storm hit, ED staff were used 
to the new facility, as well as the patient flow, 
from an efficiency standpoint, says Weidner. 
“to watch the teamwork between ED nurses, 
physicians, and ancillary staff was about as 
good as i have seen in my career. the staff just 
stepped up, and it was about as well-orches-
trated as one could have given the disaster that 
we faced.”  n

• Michael Chisholm, CPE, CHFM, Associate Director, 
Standards Information Group, Engineering Team, Joint 
Commission, Oakbrook Terrace, IL. Phone: 630-792-5900.
• Cindy Hawkins, RN, MSN, CCNS, Director of Emergency 
Services, Cullman Regional Medical Center, Cullman, AL. 
E-mail: cindy.hawkins@crmchospital.com.
• Charles Lacey, BSN, MPPM, Emergency Director, 
DCH Regional Medical Center, Tuscaloosa, AL.  
E-mail: clacey@dchsystem.com.
• Jim Weidner, MBA, President and CEO, 
Cullman Regional Medical Center, Cullman, AL.  
E-mail: jim.weidner@crmchospital.com.

Emergency planning:  
Every event is an  
opportunity to  
analyze and improve 

the biggest challenge in handling a community 
disaster similar to the tornadoes that swept 

through the South this past april will always 
involve triaging patients for the appropriate level 
of care as they come through the system, explains 
Charles Lacey, BSN, mPPm, the emergency direc-
tor at DcH regional medical center in tusca-
loosa, aL. 

“We had physicians doing triage as the patients 
came through the ambulance bay, but that was 
not the only way that patients were coming to the 
hospital,” he says. “Some injured patients were 
able to make it here by limping through the front 
door, so they were not at the triage areas where the 
physicians were.”

another challenge involved dealing with all the 
people who were trying to get information about 
loved ones who had been injured. “We had an ED 
lockdown secured, but there were so many people 
looking for a mother, brother, or children that they 
were just walking amongst the masses of patients 
on stretchers trying to find their family members. 
We couldn’t allow that, and that upset some 
people,” says Lacey. 

to improve the process, Lacey plans to assign 
specific coordinators to manage each area of the 
hospital in future practice drills. “these coordina-
tors will make sure that patients in their particular 
purview receive appropriate care,” he says. “then 
we will know what coordinator is working with 
what group of patients. this is something that we 
can do better.”

in addition, Lacey plans to place security guards 
at all the gates of the hospital so that only ambu-
lances and injured patients are allowed through to 
triage. “We will have another area where visitors 
can wait and see if we have a particular patient,” 
he says. “We will be able to handle patient infor-
mation better the next time.” 

Other plans include finding ways to boost some 
of the hospital’s capabilities when it is operat-
ing under emergency power. “We have never had 
our emergency power tested to this point,” says 
Lacey. “We were self-contained, on our own for 12 
hours, and that was phenomenal for the number 
of patients we had, but we wish we had had some 

SOurcES
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extra power that we didn’t have that night to do 
more radiology and ultrasound.”

Diagnostic capability is critical when you have a 
surge of patients coming in with the potential for 
internal injuries or internal bleeding, says Lacey, 
so this is an area that the hospital will definitely 
address for the future. “We found lots of ways 
to improve our emergency plan, and that is what 
you do,” he says. “you plan, you do, something 
doesn’t work right, and then you make changes 
and reset the plan.”  n

Will your emergency  
operations plan hold 
up to Joint Commission 
scrutiny? 

When reviewing hospital emergency operations 
plans, surveyors from the Oakbrook ter-

race, iL-based Joint commission seek to establish 
that organizations have adequately prepared for 
six critical functions, explains Michael Chisholm, 
cPE, cHFm, an associate director of the stan-
dards information group, engineering team, at the 
accrediting agency.

these include:
• communications;
• resources and assets;
• security and safety;
• staffing;
• utilities management; and
• patient needs.

Further, chisholm emphasizes that reviewers 
want to see that each hospital’s plan is uniquely 
designed for the success of the facility’s own mis-
sion and operations, and that it is well practiced. 
“We expect that hospitals will have at least two 
practice exercises per year, and that one of these 
practices is a community-based exercise, and that 
one of them encompasses an influx of patients,”  
he says. 

chisholm emphases that these exercises should 
be designed to really press the institution’s capa-
bilities. “you should be driving your plans to the 
edge so that you can find out where the breaking 
point is,” he says. it is crucial to understand where 
that limit is, says chisholm, because facilities 
need to know at what point they will need to seek 
resources and assistance from the community.

Exercises or drills require a lot of resources, so 

you need to set goals and have a well-developed 
scenario in place, says chisholm. “make sure the 
actual event is something that has all the elements 
in place to fully exercise the emergency operations 
plan,” he says.

the most important aspect of any drill is the cri-
tique that goes on afterward, adds chisholm. He 
advises organizations to always bring in an outside 
observer to offer fresh insight. Local law enforce-
ment, fire department personnel, and military offi-
cials can offer good perspective on opportunities 
to improve emergency-preparedness plans, he says. 

“Particularly at hospitals, there is tunnel vision. 
We lose some insight that could be gained from 
someone looking from the outside in,” says 
chisholm. “Once you do your critique and identify 
opportunities for improvement, re-drill to make 
sure you have put the right action in place to take 
advantage of those opportunities.”

Consider these common deficiencies
 
While accreditation standards require hospitals 

to have some type of incident command struc-
ture, the Joint commission doesn’t specify that 
hospitals must use a particular model. However, 
chisholm stresses that it is important to select a 
model that is well understood by the community. 
“if your incident command structure is com-
pletely different than what is at the community 
level, there can be some likelihood for miscom-
munication,” he says. 

What do Joint commission reviewers frequently 
find fault with when reviewing emergency opera-
tions plans? chisholm says that there are often 
problems with the hospital’s hazard vulnerabil-
ity analysis (Hva). “a lot of the elements of an 
emergency operations plan are wrapped around an 
organization’s determination of what their hazard 
vulnerabilities are, so if that Hva is not current 
and accurate, there could be problems with their 
emergency operations,” he explains. “What we 
require is that hospitals have very specific mitiga-
tion plans for the top three to five vulnerabilities 
cited in their Hvas.”

another common deficiency with emergency 
plans is that hospitals often fail to assess their 
capacity to carry on without outside assistance 
for 96 hours. “if they can’t make it to 96 hours, 
at what point do they need to evacuate?” says 
chisholm, noting that plans should specify alter-
native sites of care in the event that the hospital 
needs to transport some or all of its patients else-
where. “that evaluation is very intensive. it not 
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only goes to staffing, but also a lot of utility-based 
issues, fuel, food, and supplies.”

a third issue that frequently comes under the 
critical eye of Joint commission surveyors is the 
way in which emergency credentials of licensed 
independent practitioners (LiP) are verified. “if 
a physician comes in as a volunteer, how do you 
know he is who he says he is?” says chisholm. 
“the bylaws of an organization should indicate 
what identification means are acceptable for deter-
mining that a clinician is who he says he is, and 
can perform effectively.”  n

ED revamp: Team  
approach to care  
reduces errors, 
boosts patient and  
clinician satisfaction
Staff accountability and streamlined triage 
process deliver dividends

in 2008, there was plenty of evidence that things 
weren’t working very well in the ED at St. 

vincent’s medical center in Bridgeport, ct. the 
leave-without-being-seen (LWBS) rate was at 5%, 
the average wait time to see a physician was over 
two hours, patient satisfaction was in the single 
digits, and the hospital recorded eight serious 
safety events in that one year alone. 

“it was a very disjointed system, so senior 
management and the board of directors said 
things have got to change,” recalls Frank Illuzzi, 
mD, FacEP, who is now the associate chairman 
of emergency services. to get things started, the 
hospital sent illuzzi and Kathleen Woods, rN, 
mSN, cEN, the newly-appointed director of 
the ED, to participate in National Patient Safety 
Foundation Fellowship (NPSF) training, a year-
long initiative of the Boston, ma-based NPSF 
that exposes participants to some of the best 
ideas in the country, says illuzzi, noting that he 
and Woods returned to the hospital inspired and 
full of ideas.

“Hospital administrators told us to figure out 
how we could transform the ED into a highly reli-
able, highly efficient, safe place for our patients,” 
says illuzzi. “Kathleen and i both had ideas on 
what needed to be done, and we both felt that 
teamwork was going to be the key.”

the approach illuzzi and Woods adopted to 
rev the ED into a much higher gear has deliv-
ered on almost all counts. Patient satisfaction 
now exceeds 90% in almost all areas, aver-
age door-to-doctor times have been reduced 
from 126 minutes to less than 25 minutes, and, 
most importantly, the ED has reported no seri-
ous safety events in more than a year, reports 
Jody Gerard, mD, FacEP, cPE, the chairman 
and vice president of emergency services at St. 
vincent’s. (Also, see “To reduce wait times, 
streamline triage,” p. 80.) 

“We have also seen a major shift in the market. 
Back in 2009, we were seeing about 175 patients 
per day. We are now seeing about 210 patients per 
day, and our year-over-year growth [in total cen-
sus] has increased by 11%,” says Gerard. “in the 
last month, we grew 24% compared to the prior 
year, and when we look at our primary service-
area competitors, their growth has either been flat 
or down.”

Establish zones of accountability

illuzzi emphasizes that there is no magic bul-
let that can make a health-care setting safe and 
productive, but he and Woods recognized early 
on that their ED was operating in too many silos. 
“Each nurse and each physician was doing his or 
her own thing. there wasn’t a lot of communica-
tion, and things were slipping by,” he says. “there 
weren’t a lot of redundancies to catch errors as 
they were occurring.”

ExEcutivE Summary 

With a poor safety record and long waits for care, the 
ED at St. Vincent’s Medical Center in Bridgeport, CT, 
launched a comprehensive improvement effort that 
has slashed door-to-doctor times, drastically improved 
patient satisfaction, and reduced serious safety events 
to zero during the past year. Key to the approach is a 
team-based operations system that makes care teams 
responsible for specific zones in the ED.
• Patient satisfaction has gone from the single digits 
to above 90% in almost all areas, but high satisfaction 
is now harder to sustain because of elevated patient 
expectations. 
• Door-to-doctor times have been reduced from 126 
minutes to less than 25 minutes.
• Team approach to care improves clinician satisfac-
tion while reducing errors.
• A streamlined triage system has eliminated several 
steps for low-acuity patients.
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to correct the problem, illuzzi and Woods 
divided the ED into a series of zones or neighbor-
hoods, and assembled teams to be responsible for 
each area. For example, a typical team — con-
sisting of a physician, two nurses, and a secre-
tary — would be responsible for eight patients, 
explains illuzzi. “What this engenders is a sense of 
ownership or responsibility,” he says. “you are no 
longer a renter, you are an owner in your tiny little 
neighborhood.”

in the previous system, any one of three physi-
cians could basically pick up a patient’s chart, and 
the nurse responsible for that area didn’t neces-
sarily know which physician was treating which 
patient, explains Gerard. “there was no clear 
accountability between what the patient, the nurse, 
and the physician were required to do,” he says.

However, by assigning care teams to specific 
zones, there was no longer any question of who 
was responsible for caring for any particular 
patient. “Everything started to fall into place once 
we zoned the ED,” says illuzzi. “People were hap-
pier coming to work, they felt more connected 
with their patients, and they spent less time look-
ing for charts and looking for the responsible phy-
sician or nurse. things just started to [improve] 
from there.”

Create redundancies

 in addition to clarifying responsibilities, the 
team approach also created a system of checks and 
balances so that any errors on the part a physi-
cian, nurse, or technician are much more likely 
to be picked up by another member of the team, 
says illuzzi. “When you work in teams, there are 
redundancies that occur because you have your 
teammates constantly looking over your shoulder, 
anticipating your needs, and anticipating what is 
going to happen,” he says. “they have the abil-
ity to provide feedback when untoward things 
happen, so you have a lot of things happening in 
parallel. there are layers with each interaction, 
and errors are greatly reduced.” 

alternatively, if you are not working in teams, 
then essentially what you have is a system that 
works via a series of steps, and if an error occurs 
at one of those steps, there is a chance that the 
error will cause harm to the patient, explains 
illuzzi. 

the hospital has had no serious safety events in 
more than a year, but administrators keep the issue 
high on everyone’s priority list by holding a “safety 
huddle” every morning at 8:15. “all the managers 

and senior leadership meet in the hospital library 
and we basically review the previous 24 hours,” 
says illuzzi. “if there are any issues that pop up, 
we let the appropriate departments know, and we 
have to have feedback within 24 hours as to what 
the root causes were and what the fix is.”

Keep key metrics in focus 

a similar process takes place in the ED every 
day with the “Daily census report,” a collection 
of data compiled by Gerard that always highlights 
the number of days since the last serious safety 
event occurred, and a range of other key metrics 
such as average door-to-doctor times, the number 
of patients that LWBS, and the number of patients 
seen. in addition, the report highlights any suc-
cesses that the ED has experienced in the past 
24 hours, as well as opportunities to improve, 
explains Gerard. 

“the Daily census report is sent to all senior 
leadership, every nurse who works in the ED, 
every physician who works in the ED, pastoral 
care, finance, registration, case management, and 
security,” he says. “they are not all interested 
in every element of the report, but because we 
are careful to address something in each of those 
areas, people are interested in opening up the 
report to look for themselves.”

the idea is to keep the administration’s goals 
and priorities on the front burner while also 
quickly highlighting any deficiencies that need 
to be quickly corrected. “We have created in the 
culture an awareness of patient experience, safety, 
throughput, success, and opportunity,” says 
Gerard. “this allows senior leadership to under-
stand on a day-by-day basis how the hospital’s 
front door — which is the ED — is feeding the 
institution and also how it requires support from 
the institution.”

the metrics are all easily retrieved from the ED’s 
electronic health record, but Gerard also includes 
in every report what he refers to as a patient-
experience story. For example, one case he was 
planning to write about for inclusion in the report 
as this article went to press dealt with a 31-year-
old patient who came into the ED complaining of 
chest pain. the patient was triaged quickly and 
given an EKG, but then waited for about an hour 
before leaving to go to another ED, where he also 
had to wait for a long time, says Gerard. the 
patient’s mother then wrote a letter of complaint 
to the hospital, suggesting than an hour-long wait 
is too long for a patient with chest pain.
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Gerard’s take on this situation is that ED 
staff should understand that even a young 
patient with chest pain may be afraid that he is 
dying, so it is important to be cognizant of the 
anxiety the patient is feeling when he arrives in 
the ED, and to consider if there is something 
you can say or do to reassure him that he is 
safe even though it may take a while to get all 
the testing completed. “that might have been 
enough for that patient,” says Gerard. “it had 
nothing to do with the diagnosis or identifying 
what the patient needed in a rapid and efficient 
way.”

Fix the process first 

response to the Daily census report was not 
all positive, at least initially, because many of 
the physicians were not comfortable being mea-
sured, says Gerard. However, he emphasizes that 
people are drawn to read the report precisely 
because there could be something about them 
included. “We don’t talk about any individual, 
but we talk about the team,” says Gerard. “if 
there is an area in which we failed, in most 
instances, it is a team failure, not an individual 
failure.”

moreover, the report provides some added 
information to physicians and nurses who work 
in a setting where they often receive very little 
follow-up on what has happened with their 
patients. “We come in, we do the best we can, 
we treat our patients as efficiently and compe-
tently as we can, and then we go home without 
really knowing what happened,” says Gerard. 
“the report allows physicians and nurses to 
have some closure on their day, so that when 
they come in the next day, they can be prepared 
to focus on the things we identify [in the report] 
as needing focus. that is, frankly, the respon-
sibility of leadership: to set an agenda, to set 
priorities, measure them, and then feed them 
back.”

Gerard is quick to emphasize that the Daily 
census report would not have been effective 
without laying the groundwork first. “i have 
tried to do this in other places, but there is a 
difference here, and the difference is the founda-
tional team formation,” he says. “you can take 
a process like this and lay it on top of an ED 
that has a 30% nurse vacancy rate, local physi-
cians coming in and out, inadequate leadership, 
and no active senior administration engagement, 
and it will fail.”  n

• Jody Gerard, MD, FACEP, CPE, Chairman and Vice 
President, Emergency Services, St. Vincent’s Medical 
Center, Bridgeport, CT. Phone: (203) 576-5604    
• Frank Illuzzi, MD, FACEP, Associate Chairman, 
Emergency Services, St. Vincent’s Medical Center, 
Bridgeport, CT. Phone: 203-576-5438
• Kathleen Woods, RN, BSN, MSN, CEN, Director, 
Emergency Department, St. Vincent’s Medical Center, 
Bridgeport, CT. Phone: 203-576-5694

To reduce ED wait times, 
streamline triage 

Working in teams can help improve safety and 
accountability, but it is not necessarily go-

ing to be successful at lowering wait times unless 
you take steps to streamline your triage process as 
well, observes Jody Gerard, mD, FacEP, cPE, the 
chairman and vice president of emergency services 
at St. vincent’s medical center in Bridgeport, ct. 
this, in fact, was the next step administrators at 
St. vincent’s turned to once they had implemented 
a team approach to emergency care.

“at that point, there were still four- to six-hour 
wait times because the nurses were still doing what 
many institutions across the country do, which is 
starting advanced triage nursing protocols,” says 
Gerard. “they were putting in ivs and drawing 
blood on pretty much every patient.”

concluding that not all patients needed to 
undergo these steps, ED administrators moved a 
physician-nurse-tech team to the front of the ED 
and created a no-wait process. under the new 
system, patients who come into the ED undergo a 
quick registration so that a patient arm band can 
be created. then, rather than going through a long 
checklist of triage items, a highly-trained nurse will 
determine whether a patient is sick (Emergency 
Severity index [ESi] 1 or 2), not sick (ESi 4 or 5), 
or in between (ESi 3), explains Gerard.

all ESi 1 and 2 patients are brought back into 
the ED for further evaluation by a clinical team; 
however, the ESi 4s and 5s are immediately seen 
by the up-front physician-nurse-tech team in a 
“no-wait” area. “these patients never go back to 
a bed, never need to get undressed, and don’t need 
an iv or any blood drawn. they need only minimal 
resources,” says Gerard. “they can be seen, treated, 
and released typically within 30 to 45 minutes.”

SOurcES
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the ESi 3 patients do not appear sick, but 
may need more than one or two resources, adds 
Gerard. For example, a patient who is dehydrated 
and needs an hour or two on iv fluids, or an asth-
matic who has run out of treatment at home and 
may need a couple of treatments, would fall into 
this category. these patients will be moved to an 
“express care plus” area, staffed by a physician’s 
assistant (Pa) and a nurse, to receive one or two 
hours of care and the opportunity to be evaluated 
again, he says. “if their condition gets worse, they 
go back to the main ED, and if it gets better, they 
can be discharged with the physician in the “no-
wait” area supervising the Pa.” 

the new triage system has dramatically reduced 
the average wait time, but it has also boosted effi-
ciency and reduced costs. “Just our iv equipment 
costs have decreased by $84,000 per year,” says 
Gerard. “and our FtE [full-time employees] per 
patient rate has declined from roughly 18 FtEs per 
thousand patients seen to 15 FtEs per thousand 
patients seen.”

 Lower wait times have produced increases in 
patient satisfaction, but administrators have found 
that the hospital has to work harder now to please. 
“in the past people would complain that they had 
to wait for four hours in the ED, and now people 
come in complaining that they had to wait 30 
minutes in the ‘no-wait’ ED,” says Gerard. “Our 
patient satisfaction has now begun to decline, but 
it is declining because the expectation of the com-
munity has changed.”  n

With patient satisfaction 
under increasing scrutiny, 
consider patient callbacks  
Experts: Calls make sense from a quality 
standpoint & patients appreciate follow-up 

With medicare’s new value-based purchas-
ing (vBP) program set to begin impacting 

payments to most acute-care hospitals in October 
2012, providers have been put on notice that the 
fee-for-service payment methodology is being grad-
ually replaced by payment formulas that reward 
quality. Further, under the final rules unveiled for 
vBP by the Department of Health and Human 
Services in april, a full 30% of the funding that 
will be set aside to reward quality will be based on 
how patients rate the care and experience that they 

receive while in the hospital. 
While ED managers have long been concerned 

about patient satisfaction, the vBP initiative is 
certainly upping the stakes considerably. However, 
one way to gain the upper hand on this issue is to 
implement a practice of routinely checking back 
with patients who have been discharged from the 
ED to make sure their recovery is on track. Experts 
maintain that not only does this type of follow-up 
enable you to intervene quickly if there is a clinical 
problem, but patients also, naturally, appreciate 
having someone check up on how they are doing. 

“From a patient satisfaction perspective, it 
is a differentiator. Patients love it,” stresses Jay 
Kaplan, mD, FacEP, the director of service and 
operational excellence for Emeryville, ca-based 
cEP america, Emergency Physician Partners, and 
medical director of the Studer Group, a health care 
consulting firm based in Gulf Breeze, FL.

Consider link between  
quality and satisfaction 

there is, in fact, a correlation between patient 
satisfaction and quality, observes Kaplan. “Some 
people think that core clinical quality, such as mak-
ing the right diagnosis and giving the right medi-

ExEcutivE Summary

Under the final rules for Medicare’s value-based pur-
chasing program, one-third of the funding that is set 
aside to reward quality will be based on how patients 
rate their hospital experience.
However, some EDs are already working to maximize 
patient satisfaction by implementing programs or poli-
cies whereby patients who have been discharged are 
routinely called to make sure their recovery is going 
well, as well as to intervene if there is an opportunity 
for service recovery.
• There are benefits to having ED clinicians make 
the follow-up calls themselves, but some health care 
organizations are also reaping benefits by having non-
clinicians collect feedback on individual clinicians as 
well as specific facilities.
• In addition to potentially boosting quality and cus-
tomer service, experts say callbacks are useful in 
curbing malpractice litigation.
• To avoid pushback among staff, consider beginning a 
program of patient callbacks by asking clinicians to call 
back just two patients per shift worked, and to share 
their experiences with colleagues.    
• For maximum value, experts recommend that patient 
callbacks be made within one to four days of dis-
charge. 
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cOmiNG iN FuturE mONtHS

cines, is the real stuff, and that customer service or 
service excellence is the fluff stuff,” he says. “But 
quality and service are intricately interdependent, 
and by making that phone call to someone for 
follow-up, you are confirming the diagnosis, and 
from a quality-outcome perspective, we know that 
people who rate the satisfaction of their experience 
higher are more likely to adhere to instructions and 
medication regimens that you give to them.”

typically, more than half of all patients discharged 
from the ED lack a full understanding of their dis-
charge instructions, and a high percentage of these 
patients are not even aware that they may be doing 
things incorrectly, adds Kaplan. “From a quality per-
spective, [follow-up calls] give you the opportunity to 
insure that people understand their instructions and 
how to take their medicines,” he says. 

moreover, from an education and risk-manage-
ment perspective, the calls enable providers to con-
firm their diagnoses. “i worry about my patients 
sometimes, so this gives me an opportunity to 
see that it was what i thought it was or, alterna-
tively, if we made a diagnosis and it turned out to 
be something else, it gives us the opportunity to 
intervene and recommend some alternative course 
of action. that can save lives.”

For example, Kaplan recalls the case of a 52-year-
old man who came into the ED with chest pain. 
“He had a negative stress test, but when i called 
him up the next day, he said that he knew it was not 
his heart, but it felt like he had an elephant sitting 
on his chest,” says Kaplan. “i told him to come 
back in, and he had angioplasty done.”

Start with a modest request

Kaplan recommends that follow-up calls be 
made to patients between 24 and 48 hours post-
discharge from the ED, but he notes that you will 
still receive positive results even if these calls are 
made within a week of discharge. Further, while 
any clinician can make follow-up calls, the impact 
is more powerful when they are made by the treat-
ing physician, adds Kaplan. 

Providers may push back on the idea of making 
follow-up calls, complaining that they don’t have 
the time, but Kaplan says you can usually get the 
program started by making the modest request 
that every physician and nurse practitioner call 
two patients for every shift that they work, and 
that they document these calls. “if they get their 
individual patient-satisfaction score, they typi-
cally see such an improvement that it gives them 
the motivation to make many more calls,” says 

Kaplan. (Also, see Management Tip on imple-
menting patient callbacks, p. 83.) 

He also encourages any clinicians who make 
these follow-up calls to share their experiences with 
colleagues. “i often think it is best if the members of 
the departments themselves make the calls because 
then it is a little closer to home when somebody 
you work with tells you that he called your patient 
back and this is what he found,” says Kaplan. “if 
you have someone who is on modified work leave 
because they cannot do heavy lifting or stand on 
their feet for long hours, [making the follow-up 
calls] is a great activity for such a person.”

Use non-clinicians to retrieve feedback

While there are some advantages to having 
clinicians make the callbacks, Mark Reiter, mD, 
mBa, a practicing emergency medicine physician 
and cEO of Emergency Excellence, a Bethlehem, 
Pa-based consulting firm, says there are other 
ways to approach the task as well. For example, he 
prefers to recruit personnel with excellent inter-
personal skills, bilingual capabilities, and knowl-
edge of HiPaa [Health insurance Portability and 
accountability act] regulations to make callbacks 
to the 150,000 to 200,000 patients per year that 
his company is engaged to follow-up with. 

“i would say that 2% to 3% of patients report 
their condition has gotten worse, and 2% to 3% 
report that they don’t understand their discharge 
instructions, and there is a lot of overlap between 
those two groups, so it usually ends up that less 
than 5% overall have one of those two issues,” 
explains reiter. “So we don’t feel it is particularly 
cost-effective to use a clinical person to make those 
calls when 95% of the time, clinical knowledge is 
not necessarily needed.”

instead, whenever a clinical issue or a signifi-
cant patient satisfaction problem is identified by 
a patient callback representative, he or she will 

n How to manage drug-
seeking behavior in the 
ED

n What’s driving the pro-
liferation of free-standing 
EDs

n The new look of senior 
care in the ED

n The role of amenities in 
driving patient volume
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cNE/cmE iNStructiONS
1. Read and study the activity, using the provided refer-

ences for further research.
2. Log on to www.cmecity.com to take a post-test; tests 

can be taken after each issue or collectively at the end of 
the semester. First-time users will have to register on the site 
using the 8-digit subscriber number printed on their mailing 
label, invoice, or renewal notice. 

3. Pass the online tests with a score of 100%; you will be 
allowed to answer the questions as many times as needed 
to achieve a score of 100%. 

4. After successfully completing the last test of the 
semester, your browser will be automatically directed to the 
activity evaluation form, which you will submit online. 

5. Once the evaluation is received, a credit letter will be 
sent to you.  n

cNE/cmE OBJEctivES
1.  Apply new information about various 

approaches to ED management. 
2.  Discuss how developments in the regulatory 

arena apply to the ED setting.
3.  Implement managerial procedures suggested by 

your peers in the publication.  n

notify the appropriate individuals at the hospital 
right away by fax or email so that the matter can 
be dealt with promptly, says reiter. 

“there is a lot of value in using patient callbacks 
to track patient satisfaction, particularly to get feed-
back on the emergency department experience over-
all, as well as on individual physicians and nurses,” 
adds reiter. “When we identify patients who are 
dissatisfied after they leave the ED, [and then inter-
vene through service recovery], then that is a good 
way to reduce malpractice claims, and certainly to 
improve patient satisfaction scores.”

callbacks are not recommended for every 
patient who is discharged from the ED, says 
reiter. For example, you are much less likely to 
derive value from calling patients who have been 
discharged to a psychiatric facility, another ED or 
hospital, or a skilled nursing facility, and it can 
be very difficult to reach people who have been 
discharged to prison, he says. 

“We also find that our [phone call] comple-
tion rate is much higher on Saturdays and in the 
evenings,” says reiter, noting that it also helps 
to let patients know that they may be receiving a 
follow-up call upon discharge, and to note that 
in their discharge instructions.

as recently as five years ago, patient callbacks 
were relatively rare in the ED, but the practice is 
growing in popularity, stresses reiter. “ED and 
hospital leaders are much more cognizant of the 
need to collect data and to get feedback from 
their patients than they have in the past,” he says. 
“Hospitals really want to differentiate themselves 
from their competitors, and patient callbacks are 
a way to provide service above and beyond what 
patients expect.”  n

When implementing  
a program of patient  
callbacks, start with 
your top-performers

if you want your clinicians to begin making follow-
up calls to patients who have been discharged from 

the ED, approach a couple of your top-performers 
with the idea first, advises  Jay Kaplan, mD, 
FacEP, the director of service and operational 
excellence for Emeryville, ca-based cEP america, 
Emergency Physician Partners, and medical direc-
tor of the Studer Group, a health care consulting 
firm based in Gulf Breeze, FL. “ask them to do it, 
and have someone time them when they do it, and 
then have them share what they have learned,” he 
says. “more often than not, patients will be so ex-
cited that someone called, that the physicians will 
get very positive feedback.”

Occasionally, a follow-up call will actually result 
in a saved life, and that can really connect the dots 
for people, adds Kaplan. “a lot of times, people 
want to do the right thing, and it is just a matter 
of telling them that it is not that difficult, it’s not 
rocket science, and there are all these benefits,” he 
says. “callbacks don’t take that much time, and 
they’re good in terms of quality, risk management, 
education, and customer service.”  n
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cNE/cmE QuEStiONS

1. According to Charles Lacey, BSN, MPPM, the emer-
gency director at DCH Regional Medical Center in 
Tuscaloosa, AL, the biggest challenge in handling a com-
munity disaster such as a deadly tornado is always going 
to be:
A. communicating with the community.
B. triaging patients for the appropriate level of care.
C. staffing.
D. supply shortages.

2. Michael Chisholm, CPE, CHFM, an associate director of 
the standards information group, engineering team, at the 
Oakbrook Terrace, IL-based Joint Commission, states that 
the most important part of any drill is:
A. planning.
B. triage.
C. communications.
D. the critique afterward.

3. At St. Vincent’s Medical Center in Bridgeport, CT, a team 
approach to care has improved safety in the ED. How has 
this system reduced errors?
A. By creating a system of checks and balances
B. By creating more accountability
C. By creating redundancies in the system
D. All of the above

4. The ED at St. Vincent’s Medical Center in Bridgeport, CT, 
used to have four- to six-hour wait times before admin-
istrators streamlined the triage process. What was one of 
the primary reasons for the long wait?
A. Hospital admissions were getting bogged down.
B. Advanced triage nursing protocols were being carried 
out on all patients.
C. Inefficient registration practices were used.
D. The team approach to care complicated triage.

5. Jay Kaplan, MD, FACEP, the director of service and oper-
ational excellence for Emeryville, CA-based CEP America, 
Emergency Physician Partners, and medical director of the 
Studer Group, a health care consulting firm based in Gulf 
Breeze, FL, recommends that EDs make follow-up calls to 
patients who have been discharged within:
A. 4 to 8 hours.
B. 5 to 10 days.
C. 24 to 48 hours.
D. one week.

6. Mark Reiter, MD, MBA, a practicing emergency 
medicine physician and CEO of Emergency Excellence, a 
Bethlehem, PA-based consulting firm, says there is a lot of 
value in using patient callbacks to:

A. build customer relationships.
B. gather missing insurance information.
C. track patient satisfaction.
D. remind patients about follow-up appointments.


